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We generalize Lo&z characterization of the lattice generated by the perfect 
matchings in bipartite graphs G to the lattice associated with those subgraphs of G 
having a fixed degree-sequence f, i.e., to the f-factor lattice of G. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In the study of combinatorial or graph theoretical objects (matchings, 
matroid bases, Hamiltonian cycles, etc.) a by now rather common 
approach is to consider the convex hull conv(9) of the set 9 of the 
incidence vectors associated with the objects in question. As a new 
approach, Lovasz suggested in [S, 61 considering the set lat(9) of all 
integer combinations of elements of 9, i.e., the lattice generated by 9. This 
approach has gained major importance since the development of the 
famous basis reduction algorithm by Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lo&z [43. It 
is well known that a lattice L is completely determined by a basis, i.e., a set 
B of linearly independent lattice elements generating the whole lattice. The 
cardinality of B is called the dimension of L. 
In the sequel, we sometimes identify sets B, S, . . . c E with their incidence 
vectors X,, Xs, . . . E RiEI. We denote by e,E [WIEI the unit vector X,,, 
corresponding to an element x E E. For z E IWIEl and S E E z(S) denotes the 
sum of those entries of z which correspond to the elements of S. 
Let G = (X u Y, E) be a bipartite graph with the two color classes 
x= {x,, . . . . x,} and Y= (vl, . . . . un}. The combinatorial objects investigated 
in this note are the f-factors of G, i.e., those subgraphs F of G satisfying 
deg,(x,) = f;: for i = 1, . . . . m and deg,( yj) = fm +j for j= 1, . . . . n, 
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given a fixed vector fe ZT’“. We denote the f-factors of G by F(G, f). In 
the case off - 1 Y(G, f) is the family of the perfect matchings of G. (For 
an introduction to graph theory see, e.g., [ 11. 
A necessary condition for the existence off-factors in G is the condition 
f f;: = y fi. 
i= 1 j=m+l 
(1) 
In the sequel we assume that (1) holds. Now, the following generalization 
of Hall’s marriage condition guarantees the existence of at least one 
f-factor in G: 
For every S s X C fiG C min(fm+j, IN(Yj)nSI)* (2) 
x, E s YJ E N(S) 
A slight restriction of (2) to 
For all @#ScX C h< C min(f,+j, INYjWW (3) 
X,E s Y/E N(S) 
has two very useful consequences: 
Every edge e E E is contained in an f-factor Fe of G (4) 
For every edge e E E there is an f-factor Fe of G not 
containing e. (5) 
Note that given G and f satisfying (2), the condition (3) can be achieved 
as follows. Delete all those edges e contained in every f-factor by addi- 
tionally decrementing f at both endpoints of e by 1 and remove all edges 
not contained in any f-factor. For the resulting graph G’ and vector f’ (3) 
holds in every connected component of G’. 
Our main result is the following characterization of lat 5(G, f). 
THEOREM 1. If (1) and (3) hold for the bipartite graph G = (X CJ Y, E) 
and the vector f E Z If1 + I 'I 
latF(G,f)= {zEZ’~I(~SEZ: 
Z(Xi) = S 'fi i= 1, . . . . m 
and z(Yj)=s*fm+jj= 1, . . . . n>. 
(6) 
(7) 
Here Xi and Yj denote the sets of edges incident with xi and yj, respectively. 
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The inclusion “ c” is obvious. The converse one is proved in the next 
section by constructing a basis of the lattice. In the last section we discuss 
the generalization to general 2-matroid-intersections. 
2. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LATTICE 
An important tool for dealing with f-factors (and the special case of 
perfect matchings) is the use of alternating circuits, which leads in terms of 
lattices to signed incidence vectors. 
Let F in this section be a fixed f-factor of G. An F-alternating circuit of 
G is a circuit C = {e, , . . . . e2k > of G whose edges belong alternately to F and 
E\F, respectively. A labeling il E { + 1, - 11’ is called alternating if 1(ei) = 
-i(ei+ 1) for i = 1, . . . . 2k - 1. The corresponding (alternately) signed 
incidence vector xF is the incidence vector X, having entries J(ei) in the 
ercomponent. 
Obviously, the symmetric difference F’ := FAC is an f-factor for any 
F-alternating circuit C. Furthermore, X,! = X, + x5 if the alternating 
labeling of C assigns - 1 to the elements of F. Conversely, the symmetric 
difference of two f-factors can always be decomposed into disjoint 
F-alternating circuits. 
Thus, we may characterize lat 9(G, f) by investigating the lattice 
lat &V:(G) spanned by the signed incidence vectors of F-alternating 
circuits. We have 
lat 9( G, f) = ZX, + lat JzPZ;( G). 
The following two lemmas allow a complete description of S%?:(G) and 
thus of lat 9(G, f). 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a bipartite graph with edge set E, T a spanning tree 
of G. Let C be an alternately labeled circuit of G and let C\T= e,, . . . . ek. 
Then 
x,*= c x&e,, T) 7 
i=l 
(8) 
where the alternating signatures of the elementary circuits C(ei, T) are 
chosen according to x:(ei) = ~&~,,~,(e~). 
ProoJ We prove this by induction on k. 
The case k = 1 is trivial; C is an elementary circuit C(e,, T). 
Assume now k 2 2. Then x* := xF - x&,,, TJ obviously satisfies 
c x*(f) = 0 for each node u E V(G). (9) 
fine. with o 
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We consider the bipartite (labeled) digraph H having V(H) := V(G) con- 
taining all edges e E E(G) with multiplicity Ix*(e)l, label J(f) := sgn(x*(f)) 
and direction “from X to Y” if i(f) < 0 and “from Y to X” otherwise. 
(9) implies that every component of H is Eulerian. This allows us to 
partition E(H) into edge-disjoint alternately signed circuits C1, . . . . C,, each 
of which contains no more than k - 1 non-tree edges. By the definition of 
E(H), x* = Cp= 1 x*(C,). The lemma follows by induction. 1 
The next lemma is the key to the construction of a basis of lat F(G, f). 
It shows that every alternately labeled circuit C of G can be integrally 
combined of F-alternating circuits, provided that condition (3) holds. 
LEMMA 3. If condition (3) is satisfied by G and f, every edge e E E is 
contained in at least one F-alternating circuit of G. 
ProoJ: If e f F, the symmetric difference FLIF~ (see (5)) can be decom- 
posed into alternating circuits, one of which contains e. 
In the case e 4 F we consider FA F, (see (4)). 1 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3 is 
LEMMA 4. Let G and f satisfy condition (3) and let C= (e,, . . . . e,,) be 
any alternately labeled cycle in G. Then the signed incidence vector 
X$ E lat #iS’~(G). 
Proof: W.1.o.g. let e, E F. We travel along C starting at e, and replace 
each edge e which violates the F-alternating property, i.e., e2i- I $ F or 
e2iE F (i= 1, . . . . k), by the F-alternating path C,\e, where C, is any 
F-alternating circuit containing e. The alternating labels for C, are chosen 
according to &(e) = -&(e). In terms of signed incidence vectors we only 
have to add x$ and xE. 
This procedure yields (a signed incidence vector of) an F-alternating 
alternately signed closed walk IV. W obviously is the disjoint union of 
alternately signed circuits. This implies 
x;=xg--c xz E lat J@%‘:(G). 1 
Now, chose a spanning tree T of G. Any alternately labeled circuit C can 
be written as the symmetric difference of alternately labeled elementary cir- 
cuits with respect to T. These circuits can be expressed by Lemma 2 as the 
sum of alternately signed incidence vectors. Together with Lemma 4 we 
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have the signed incidence vectors of alternately labeled elementary circuits 
as a basis of lat &q:(G). Hence 
COROLLARY 5. X, together with the set (x:J e E E\T} of alternately 
signed incidence vectors of elementary circuits is a basis of lat F(G, f ). 
Furthermore 
dim lat 9(G, f) = IEJ - 1 TI + 1. 
Now we are ready to prove the nontrivial inclusion of our main result. 
Let z E ZIEl satisfy conditions (6) and (7) of Theorem 1. Consider the 
vector 
z* :=z-s-x, 
Then for every node v E V 
c z*(e) = 0. 
c inc. with u 
Thus, z* may be interpreted as the signed incidence vector of a closed 
alternately labeled walk in G, which can be decomposed into (edge-) 
disjoint alternately labeled circuits. Theorem 1 follows with Lemma 4. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
The f-factors of G can be regarded as a graphic representation of the 
common bases of two general partition matroids. Here a general partition 
matroid P is defined to be the direct sum of the uniform matroids 
pi := Up,,,E,, on Ei, where (E, , . . . . E,) is a partition of E into the connected 
components Ei of P (i = 1, . . . . m). For an introduction to matroid theory 
see, e.g., C31, C91. 
The two matroids P and Q on E whose intersection yields the f-factors 
of G are defined as follows. 
A set S 5 E is independent in P, iff for each node Xi (i = 1, . . . . m) the 
number of edges in S incident with xi is at most fis 
S is independent in Q, iff for every yj (j= 1, . . . . n) the number of edges 
in S incident with yj does not exceed fm +i. 
Thus, P is a matroid with the connected components 
Pi = {edges adjacent to Xi} i = 1, . . . . m 
and the corresponding ranks pi := r,(Pi) = h 
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In [7] it is shown that 
lat(B(P)) = {Z E ZIEl 1 z(E) = 0 mod Y,@) and for 
i,j=l 7 ***, k piz(pi) = Pjz(Pi)}, 
where 9(P) denotes the family of bases of P. 
In terms of matroids (for the intersection of P and Q), condition (3) 
reads 
For all 0 # ZC { 1, . . . . m > rQ(U pi)zC Pi* (10) 
With S?(P, Q) denoting the common bases of P and Q, Theorem 1 has 
the following matroid analogue. 
THEOREM 6. Zf the condition (10) is satisfied by the two partition 
matroids P and Q, 
lat(S#(Q, P)) = lat(B(Q)) n lat(S?(P)) 
= (Z E lat(B(Q)) 1 piz(Pi) = piz(Pi), i, j= 1, . . . . m} 
= (Z E Z’IE’ 1% E Z: Z(P,) = S ‘pi i= 1, . . . . m 
and z( Qj) = s - qj j = 1, . . . . n}. 
This unusual lattice property also holds in the case that P is a general 
partition matroid with only 2 components and Q is an arbitrary matroid 
([ 71). In [2] it is shown, that this is no longer true in general, if P has at 
least three components. 
In all cases considered so far, we only needed the matroid axioms to 
characterize the lattice of common bases of two matroids. For general 
matroid intersection problems the lattice also depends on structural 
properties of both matroids. E.g. the lattice of the arborescences of a 
digraph G depends on whether G is strongly connected or not (see [S]). 
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